Getting Started:
Student Accessibility Services

EARLY PLANNING IS ESSENTIAL
Determine Eligibility

• **Criteria:**
  - Complete the online “Getting Started” Form
  - Staff follows up with next steps
  - Documentation

• **Documentation should provide:**
  - History of accommodations
  - Educational impact of diagnosis
  - Recommendations

• **Beyond the classroom**
  - Clinical
  - Residential Housing
  - Campus Programming

EARLY PLANNING IS ESSENTIAL
A Confidential Process

- Meetings and files are Confidential
- Documentation is kept separate from your LCOM student files
- Even when using accommodations, your diagnosis/disability type is never released to faculty
- LCOM programs needs advanced notice to implement an accommodation, from 1 week to several months
Next Steps - EARLY PLANNING IS ESSENTIAL

- Complete our online “Getting Started” form (located on our myACCESS Student Portal)

- SAS will communicate next steps via UVM email, with the ability to schedule an appointment online

- Provide documentation (ACCESS@uvm.edu, fax at 802.656.0730)
Questions?

If you have more specific questions you would like to discuss, please contact us.

ACCESS@uvm.edu
P: (802) 656-7753